Abstract Cell formation has received much attention from academicians and practitioners because of its strategic importance to modern manufacturing practices. Existing research on cell formation problems using integer programming (IP) has achieved the target of solving problems that simultaneously optimise: (a) cell formation, (b) machine-cell allocation, and (c) part-machine allocation.
Notation
integer number of machines of type i that will be used by part j in cell q extra q,j,L j,z =1 if after the zth operation of part j in cell q the part leaves cell q but returns later, 0 otherwise xx L j,z ,j,q =1 if part j is processed in cell q for zth machine operation, 0 otherwise λ minimum value of all membership functions a l extra variable used for 'ã nd' operator ω extra variable used for 'ã nd' operator u t extra variable used for 'min-bounded sum' operator Cellular manufacturing has been a prosperous research area for the last three decades and received a lot of attention from academicians because of its strategic importance to 'modern' industrial and manufacturing areas. The design of cellular manufacturing systems has been called Cell Formation (CF). CF is the process of grouping parts with similar design features or processing requirements into parts families and machines into machine cells. Extensive reviews of CF problems can be found, for example, in Wemmerlov and Hyer (1986, 1989) , Singh (1993) .
